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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options are included in a dynamic vNIC connection
policy? (Choose two.)
A. adapter policy
B. chassis connectivity policy
C. number of dynamic vNICs
D. LAN connectivity policy
E. network control policy
Answer: A,C
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Documentation mentions the following
"When you write such an app, you'll make requests to AWS
services that must be signed with an AWS access key. However,
we strongly recommend that you do not embed or distribute
long-term AWS credentials with apps that a user downloads t
device, even in an encrypted store. Instead, build your app so
that it requests temporary AWS security credentials dynamica
when needed using web identify federation. The supplied
temporary credentials map to an AWS role that has only the
permissioi needed to perform the tasks required by the mobile
app".
Option A.B and C are all automatically incorrect because you
need to use 1AM Roles for Secure access to services For more
information on web identity federation please refer to the
below Link:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles_provid
ers_oidc.html The correct answer is: Use roles that allow a web
identity federated user to assume a role that allows access to
the RedShift table by providing temporary credentials.
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following should be the PRIMARY basis for planning
and prioritizing IT infrastructure security audits?
A. Security best practice
B. The organization's risk appetite
C. Asset value to the organization
D. Management requests
Answer: C
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